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Low temperature plasmas: tailoring energy and matter at nanoscale level
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Low-temperature plasmas (LTPs) are highly-energetic highly-reactive environments,

exhibiting a low density of charged particles (ionization degrees ~ 10

-6

-10

-3

,high

electron temperature (~1eV) and variable heavy-species temperatures, ranging from

300 K to ~10

4

K. These features open the way to develop plasma-based technologies

that use different energy distribution scenarios, through efficient channelling of the

energy to targeted species, both in volume and in plasma-facing substrates. This talk

focuses on three success cases, ensuing from the research in LTPs done at IPFN/IST

(Lisbon, Portugal). First, we revisit the operation of ccrf plasmas, extensively used in

the microelectronics industry for depositing a-Si:H thin films from silane-hydrogen

mixtures. We show that the fluid modelling of these plasmas, including a simple

phenomenological description of the plasma-substrate interaction, gives good

predictions of the main radical densities and deposition rate profiles. Second, we

propose a simple procedure to improve the coupling between surface and gas-phase

chemistries, based on an innovative DMC algorithm. We consider the NO

2

formation

by NO oxidation on Pyrex and the O recombination on silica yielding O

2

. Results

agree with those obtained from a deterministic approach and with measurements.

Finally, we show that microwave-driven argon plasmas at atmospheric pressure are

effective tools to decompose carbonaceous precursors. The C and C

2

 generated in

the hot plasma region are transported into colder regions downstream, where they

assemble as freestanding graphene sheets with high structural-quality (1-5

monolayers; sp

3

/sp

2

ratio around 0.1; <3% oxygen contamination). The production of

graphene can be optimized following a deterministic-like approach, based on a

theoretical model. The success cases presented underline the need for in-depth

knowledge of the plasma and reliable prediction of its behaviour, also in the reactive

interplay with heterogeneous media, in order to successfully develop plasma-based

technologies.
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